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Who does what
AUTOMOTIVE MOTORS & ACTUATORS
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19

CABLES & ACCESSORIES
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36
The Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory - Southampton 71 

COMBUSTIBLE FUEL
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61

COMBUSTIBLE GASES
Centre for Sustainable Technologies - NI 15
Energy Technology Centre - South Lanarkshire 25
European Bioenergy Research Institute (EBRI)- Birmingham 30 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility - USA 80
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82

 
CONVENTIONAL HEAT
Building Research Establishment - Hertfordshire 12 
Centre for Sustainable Technologies - NI 15
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19
Energy Technology Centre - Lanarkshire 25
European Bioenergy Research Institute (EBRI) - Birmingham 30 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38 
Narec Distribution Energy - Northumberland 42
National Physical Laboratory - Middlesex 44
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Oxfordshire 57
Salford Energy House - Manchester 59
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The Energy Centre Thornton Science Park - Chester 67
EDF Concept Grid - France 78
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility - USA 80
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82 

COOLING 
Building Research Establishment - Hertfordshire 12 
Centre for Sustainable Technologies - NI 15
European Bioenergy Research Institute (EBRI)- Birmingham 30 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38 
National Physical Laboratory - Middlesex 44
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Oxfordshire 57
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61
EDF Concept Grid - France 78
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility - USA 80
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82
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DISTRICT HEATING
Centre for Sustainable Technologies - NI 15
Energy 2050 - Sheffield 23 
ROSEN Testing and Laboratory Services Centre - Newcastle 54 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 59

ELECTROMECHANICAL
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
Sensor City - Liverpool 63

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
Sensor City - Liverpool 63 
The Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory - Southampton 71

ELECTRICITY NETWORKS
Advanced High Voltage Engineering Research Centre - Wales 10
Building Research Establishment - Hertfordshire 12 
Electrical Power Research Group - Newcastle 21
Energy 2050 - Sheffield 23
European Marine Energy Centre - Scotland 28
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32
Integrated Transport Electricity and Gas Research Laboratory -  
Newcastle 34 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36
Maurice Hancock Smart Energy Laboratory - London 40
Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult - Northumberland 48
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Power Electronics, Machines and Control Group - Nottingham 53 
ROSEN Testing and Laboratory Services Centre - Newcastle 54
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61
Wave Hub Ltd. - Cornwall 73
DNV-GL KEMA Laboratories - Netherlands 76
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility - USA 80
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82

ENERGY NETWORKS
Integrated Transport Electricity and Gas Research Laboratory -  
Newcastle 34 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway P0
National Physical Laboratory - Middlesex 44
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
Smart DCC Test labs and Experimentation Environment - Manchester 65 
The Energy Centre Thornton Science Park - Chester 67 
The National HVDC Centre - Glasgow 69
EDF Concept Grid - France 78 

ENERGY STORAGE
Building Research Establishment - Hertfordshire 12  
Centre for Sustainable Technologies - NI 15 
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19 
Electrical Power Research Group - Newcastle 21
Energy 2050 - Sheffield 23
Energy Technology Centre - Lanarkshire 25
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Power Electronics, Machines and Control Group - Nottingham 53
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Oxfordshire 57
Salford Energy House - Manchester 59
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The Energy Centre Thornton Science Park - Chester 67 
DNV-GL KEMA Laboratories - Netherlands 76 
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility - USA 80
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Durham Smart Grid Technology - Durham 17
Energy Techonology Centre - South Lanarkshire 25 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61

FOSSIL FUEL
Energy Technology Centre - South Lanarkshire 25 
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38 
ROSEN Testing and Laboratory Services Centre - Newcastle 54 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82

GAS NETWORKS 
Energy 2050 - Sheffield 23 
Integrated Transport Electricity and Gas Research Laboratory -  
Newcastle 34 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36  
ROSEN Testing and Laboratory Services Centre - Newcastle 54 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82

HVDC
Durham Smart Grid Laboratory - Durham 17
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The National HVDC Centre - Glasgow 69

INSULATORS & BUSHINGS
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory - Southampton 71

MARINE ENGINES / ACTUATORS
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61

NUCLEAR
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38  
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61

POWER SYSTEMS 
Durham Smart Grid Laboratory - Durham 17 
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The Energy Centre Thornton Science Park - Chester 67 
The National HVDC Centre - Glasgow 69
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RENEWABLES
Building Research Establishment - Hertfordshire 12 
Centre for Sustainable Technologies - NI 15  
Durham Smart Grid Laboratory - Durham 17 
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19 
Electrical Power Research Group - Newcastle 21 
Energy Technology Centre - Lanarkshire 25 
European Marine Energy Centre - Scotland 28 
European Bioenergy Research Institute (EBRI) - Birmingham 30 
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38 
Maurice Hancock Smart Energy Laboratory - London 40 
Narec Distribution Energy - Northumberland 42 
National Physical Laboratory - Middlesex 44 
Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult - Northumberland 48
Power Network Demonstration Centre  - Cumbernauld 50
Power Electronics, Machines and Control Group - Nottingham 53 
ROSEN Testing and Laboratory Services Centre - Newcastle 54 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Oxfordshire 57 
Salford Energy House - Manchester 59 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The Energy Centre Thornton Science Park - Chester 67 
Wave Hub Ltd. - Cornwall 73 
EDF Concept Grid - France 78 
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility - USA 80
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82 

TRANSFORMERS
High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory - Manchester 32 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
The Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory - Southampton 71

UNCONVENTIONAL ENERGY
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory - Durham 19 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61

WASTE HEAT RECOVERY
Energy 2050 - Sheffield 23 
Energy Technology Centre - Lanarkshire 25 
Keele Smart Energy Network Demonstrator - Staffordshire 36 
Kiwa Gastec - Gloucester 38  
Scottish Energy Laboratory - Scotland 61 
SINTEF Energy Lab - Norway 82
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There are a large number of facilities available within  
the UK and across the world, with a variety of  
capabilities, to cater for all innovations.

We hope that this booklet will help to establish  
what type of testing your innovation may need in  
order to drive your product through to business as  
usual within the energy industry.

The Energy Innovation Centre (EIC) 
and Energy Systems Catapult (ESC) 
have collaborated to deliver this 
guide for innovators. 

This directory aims to provide a  
deeper knowledge of the testing
and demonstration facilities  
landscape for the energy sector,  
both in the UK, and worldwide.

Introduction
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We understand that a critical element of the  
development process is the ability to prove that your 
innovation works.  To do this, you may need to test and 
demonstrate your product or technology within  
a certain environment that you are unable to construct, 
or regulate, yourself.

This is where testing and demonstration facilities  
become valuable.

This guide provides an extensive catalogue of  
cutting-edge facilities. It will assist you in attaining
a better understanding of what testing services are  
on offer, and how to gain access to them.
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Overview
The Advance High Voltage Engineering 
Research Centre (AHIVE) is a University  
of Cardiff research facility. 

The AHIVE has a focus on the specific  
systems related to very high voltage  
electricity.

Advanced High  
Voltage Engineering 
Research Centre
   www.cardiff.ac.uk

University of Cardiff, Wales

ELECTRICITY 
NETWORKS

1
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What do they test?
The AHIVE is particularly interested in protecting  
energy users across the UK from blackouts and surges.  
It progresses research, testing and demonstration  
linked to the safety of high voltage electricity.

The centre also investigates air travel safety and  
works to reduce risks when lightning strikes an aircraft.

The technologies that have been tested at AHIVE include:

- Systems related to very high voltage electricity
- Phenomena related to very high voltage electricity

What test facilities do  
they have?
The AHIVE manages a lightning laboratory.  
The lightning laboratory is an off-site service created in 
2011 as a collaborative venture with Airbus Group  
Innovations. It is capable of producing lightning of up to  
200,000 amps.

Access
The AHIVE facilitates the hire of testing and   
demonstration facilities and equipment, including the 
lightning laboratory.

The AHIVE will consider collaborative projects and can 
serve as a consultant.

Innovators can also receive support from the AHIVE  
in the form of training from subject specialists.
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Overview
The Building Research Establishment (BRE), 
originally created in 1921 to explore  
building techniques and resources, is an  
independent research consultancy.  
Its focus is to develop buildings through 
research and testing methods, to create a 
more efficient, current built environment.

Building Research 
Establishment
BRE Innovation Park
  www.ipark.bre.co.uk

Watford, Hertfordshire
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What do they test?
BRE has a focus on testing materials, products,  
buildings and systems.

They have assessed a range of technologies, including:

- Air source heat pumps
- Solar photovoltaics
- Eco boilers
- Smart metering
- Electric vehicle charging points

What test facilities do  
they have?
BRE offers an extensive range of testing facilities,  
ideal for trialling new concepts and new technologies 
within the construction industry. 

The facilities include:

- Wind tunnels
- Anechoic chambers
- Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC)  
  laboratories
- Fire safety testing
- Large structure testing

This sizable variety of investigation support means that 
the BRE can achieve quality analysis of single building 
materials and completed structures.

BRE is also linked to a collection of spin-out BRE  
Innovation Parks. These parks are situated in Watford, 
Scotland, China, Brazil and Canada and visits to these 
sites can be arranged. Here, BRE exhibit showpiece  
buildings in order to illustrate the ground-breaking  
resources, designs and technologies developed by their 
industry partners.

13



Access
In order to gain access to BRE’s test facilities, you will 
need to be an industry partner, innovator or SME.  

You may be expected to showcase products on-site,  
or create a completed build that encompasses your  
innovation.

BRE does have a membership programme, which will  
also assist you in obtaining admittance to their  
testing  facilities.

14



Centre for  
Sustainable  
Technologies
  www.ulster.ac.uk

Ulster University, Northern Ireland
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Overview
The remit for the Centre for Sustainable 
Technologies (CST) includes the built  
environment, renewable energy, demand 
side management and demand response.
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What do they test?
CST undertakes multidisciplinary research to design,  
create, develop, improve, demonstrate and
evaluate emerging, existing and alternative sustainable 
renewable energy. It also investigates building design, 
construction materials, transport, and environment  
modification technologies.

There have been a number of technologies tested and 
demonstrated within this centre, including:

- Solar photovoltaics 
- Solar thermal 
- Heat pumps 
- Building glazing 
- Biomass 
- Bioenergy systems

Access
Access to this centre and its facilities can be obtained 
through collaborative research projects. CST is open to 
research partners and industrial partners.
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Overview
The Durham Smart Grid Laboratory is a 
specialist in the investigation of energy  
network technologies vital for the   
transformation to a low carbon energy 
industry.

What do they test?
The laboratory is able to test the following   
technologies:

- Air source heat pumps
- Solar photovoltaics
- Wind turbines
- Smart metering
- Energy storage systems
- Electric vehicle charging points
- Virtual power plants
- Wireless sensor networks 
- Communication systems

Durham Smart Grid 
Laboratory 
  www.dur.ac.uk

University, Durham

RENEWABLES HVDCPOWER SYSTEMS ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
MANAGEMENT
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What test facilities do  
they have?
The facilities at Durham Smart Grid Laboratory allow for 
the examination of solutions in real-time power system 
simulations.  The laboratory has the following facilities:

- Low voltage distribution network
- Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS)
- OPAL-RT
- Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP)
- 3-phase power amplifier
- PV emulation system
- Wind turbine emulation system
- Electrical energy storage system
- Electric vehicle and charging station
- Wireless sensor network
- Advanced communication system

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The system is fully equipped with precise measurement 
boards, high-speed data acquisition cards and advanced 
human-machine interface software.

This intuition also offers services in the Netherlands, the 
USA and Prague.

 Access
The laboratory collaborates with universities, industry 
partners and other organisations.

To gain access to this facility you can construct a  
building on site, showcase your technologies at the  
centre or become part of their membership scheme.
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Electrical  
Engineering  
Research Laboratory
  www.dur.ac.uk/engineering

Durham University, Durham
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Overview
The Electrical Engineering Research  
Laboratory focuses on the design,  
prototyping and testing of electrical  
machinery (motors and generators).  
The laboratory also examines other  
electromechanical devices, including  
power electronic controllers and other  
related electrical equipment.5

MAP NUMBER
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What do they test?
This facility has trialled numerous technologies  
including:

- Radial, liner, and axial field motors and generators  
 (with their power electronic controllers)
-  Condition monitoring systems  
 (electrical and mechanical)
-  Low frequency magnetics devices

 Access
To gain access to the Electrical Engineering Research  
Laboratory, the facility allows individual agreements  
between industry partners, academic institutions and  
other organisations.

They also offer support for SMEs and innovators.
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Overview
The Electrical Power Research Group (EP), 
part of Newcastle University’s School of 
Engineering, specialises in transport,  
renewable energy, power networks and 
low-cost manufacturing.

Electrical Power  
Research Group
  www.ncl.ac.uk

Newcastle University, Newcastle 
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What do they test?
The Electrical Power Research Group is a specialist in  
the testing of power systems, drives and controls,  
machines, hybrid electric aerospace equipment and  
power electronics.

What test facilities do  
they have?
This facility has an onsite research laboratory.  
The following technologies have been tested to date:

- Power electronics 
- Energy storage 
- High speed drives 
- Fault tolerance 
- Condition monitoring 
- Wind turbine generator

Access
EP is able to collaborate with industry in the UK and  
Europe via short-term consultancy, product development, 
testing and evaluation or long-term research.

Both innovators and industry can access this group and 
its facilities.
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Overview
Energy 2050, based at the University of 
Sheffield, is a specialist in renewables,  
carbon capture and storage (CCS) and 
manufacturing.

This facility explores new methods to  
create and employ energy and strives to 
diminish the use of fossil fuels.

Energy 2050
  www.energy2050.ac.uk

University of Sheffield, Sheffield 
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What do they test?
Energy 2050 offers testing and demonstration facilities 
related to energy generation, energy use and demand  
and energy infrastructure and integration.

The facility has tested a variety of technologies,  
including:

- Energy storage
- Electrical machines
- Smart grid systems
- District heating
- Waste heat recovery
- Solar power
- Wind turbines
- Nuclear power

What test facilities do  
they have?
Energy 2050 testing facilities include:

- MIDAS waste management laboratory 
- Aviation turbine 
- CCS testing facilities (PACT) 
- Solar farm 
- Battery testing capabilities.

They also have high current supplies for thermal testing 
and can test in a controlled environment ranging from  
-60 deg. C to +80 deg. C.

Access
Energy 2050 works with individual researchers and  
industry partners. Access to the facility is usually  
secured through a testing contract or a partnership  
arrangement.
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Overview
The Energy Technology Centre (ETC), 
initially created to support the growth of 
renewable technologies in Scotland,  
concentrates on low carbon innovations in  
the energy sector.

Energy Technology 
Centre
  www.e-t-c.co.uk

East Kilbride, South Lanarkshire
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What do they test?
The ETC is a specialist in the testing of vehicles and  
fuel cells. They are able to assess how innovations  
respond to wind, thermal systems and the marine  
environment.

A broad collection of technologies have been tested  
by ETC, including: 

- Small wind turbines
- Marine power systems
- Fuel cells
- Biomass and thermal energy
- Electric and hybrid vehicles
- Solar thermal
- Solar photovoltaic systems
- Heat pumps
- Energy storage systems

The facilities can be used for full system technology  
testing, as well as turbine component testing.

What test facilities do  
they have?
The ETC provides a range of test facilities including:

- Wind tunnel
- Gas turbine
- Test laboratory
- Motoring dynamometer
- Engine test cells

26



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Research and development opportunities for innovators 
are fully supported by technical specialists at the ETC. 
They can assist with the design of specific tests and  
in the re-design of the technology being developed. 

Support staff (such as technical specialists) costs range 
from £350 to £600 per day.

Access
The ETC works on a client by client basis using  
commercial contacts. Clients can commission the
ETC to undertake testing on their innovation, and are  
able to conduct their own testing using the 
various facilities.
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Overview
The European Marine Energy Centre 
(EMEC) was created in 2003. The centre 
is intended to supply innovators with a 
means to test technologies with a focus on 
producing electricity through the influence 
of wave and tidal stream environments.

European Marine 
Energy Centre
  www.emec.org.uk

Orkney, Scotland
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What do they test?
The EMEC has collaborated with developers and  
tested numerous:

- Wave energy devices
- Tidal energy devices

What test facilities do  
they have?
Five individual testing sites are spread across the Orkney 
Isles, each with a range of diverse test facilities. 

The facilities include:

- Grid-connected testing berths
- An open sea test environment for wave and tidal  
  energy converters
- A supervisory control and data acquisition  
  (SCADA) system

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The Orkney Isles in Scotland is a sound location to test 
marine technologies due to the tidal currents and wave 
conditions that can be found there.

Access
Access to EMEC is usually gained via a commercial  
contract. Your eligibility will be based on whether your 
technology is ready for testing in terms of set criteria  
(e.g. safety, reliability, certification). The criteria will be 
specific to the type of technology and the type of  
testing you wish to conduct.
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Overview
The European Bioenergy Research  
Institute (EBRI) delivers bioenergy and 
energy systems research. 

It acts as a focus for work on biomass  
conversion and the utilisation of products 
for renewable power, heat, transport  
fuels, hydrogen and chemicals.

European  
Bioenergy Research 
Institute (EBRI)
  www.aston.ac.uk

Aston University, Birmingham
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What do they test?
EBRI offers feedstock, power and equipment tests and 
boasts biomass processing and analysis and  
heterogeneous catalysis capabilities.

It is able to offer a full cycle of testing, from analytical 
scale research through to semi-industrial demonstrator 
level testing.

Each laboratory is dedicated to a different area of  
research including:

- Algae 
- Catalysis 
- High pressure processing and upgrading of fuels 
- Thermal processing of biomass and waste materials 
- Characterisation of novel biofuels 

What test facilities do  
they have?
EBRI has a range of testing and demonstration  
facilities, including:

- Seven laboratories – including two industrial  
  laboratories 
- Gasifier demonstration power plant 
- Photobioreactor 
- Catalysis research service

Access
EBRI works with partners via commercial contracts and 
on a collaborative research basis.
  
All businesses, from SMEs to multi-nationals, are  
welcome to access the facilities.
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Overview
The High Voltage and High Current Test 
Laboratory is part of the University of 
Manchester’s School of Electrical and  
Electronic Engineering.

High Voltage and 
High Current Test 
Laboratory
  www.eee.manchester.ac.uk

University of Manchester, Manchester
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What do they test?
The High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory  
offers the opportunity to carry out high voltage testing  
of equipment used at all voltages of the power system. 
The laboratory has tested a variety of technologies  
related to:

- Power systems
- Smart distribution networks
- High voltage direct current (HVDC) systems
- Energy storage
- Transformers
- High voltage engineering
- Sustainable power systems plant

What test facilities do  
they have?
The High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory has 
the following capabilities:

- 800kV AC voltage
- 600 kV DC voltage
- 2MV impulse voltage
- 10kA thermal test capability 

It can test in a controlled environment ranging from  
-60°C to +80°C.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The High Voltage and High Current Test Laboratory  
can develop bespoke off-site test systems for  
long-term testing.

Access
This facility undertakes government funded projects,  
industry partnered research and contract testing and  
has worked with utilities companies and manufacturers.  
The laboratory is open to all and special rates are  
available for SMEs and academics funded by  
EPSRC grants.
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Integrated Transport 
Electricity and Gas 
Research Laboratory
 www.integrel.co.uk

Gateshead, Newcastle

Overview
The InTEGReL facility is a partnership
between Northern Gas Networks (NGN), 
Northern Powergrid (NPg) and the  
Newcastle University-led EPSRC National 
Centre for Energy Systems Integration 
(CESI).

It will allow energy researchers and  
engineers to work alongside industrial 
practitioners for the first time to explore 
the transformative benefits of coupled gas, 
electricity and heat systems and to carry 
out full-scale cross-vector demonstrations 
of novel approaches to integrated  
energy systems.

ELECTRICITY
NETWORKS

GAS
NETWORKS

ENERGY
NETWORKS
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What do they test?
InTEGReL has a focus on delivering breakthroughs in  
thedecarbonisation of heat, reducing the curtailment of 
renewables, energy storage and transport, to identify  
the most affordable and practical solution to moving  
customers onto low carbon, low cost energy.

InTEGReL seeks to address the need for full-scale
integrated energy system research and demonstration
facilities where new ideas can be trialed and evaluated

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The facility is currently under construction. Work will get
underway in 2017 on the design and construction of the
site, and the centre expects to see the first starter
projects take up residence before the end of the year.

What test facilities do  
they have?
InTEGReL has the following test facilities:

- 15 acres of flexible land dedicated for whole systems   
 research and demonstration projects
- Connection to NPg’s and NGN’s electricity and gas  
 distribution networks
- On-site renewable generation (biomass, wind, PV)
- Electrochemical, heat and gaseous energy storage
- Power to gas and gas to power conversion capabilities
- Plug and play smart electricity grid, heat, natural gas 
 and hydrogen networks serving the entire site
- Three customisable domestic properties with a variety  
 of heating and power options
- ULEV refuelling and charging stations
- State of the art innovation, training and  
 experimental building
- Site-wide SCADA system monitoring energy flow in  
 real time

Access
The facilities are open to academic and industry partners
undertaking research projects.
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Overview
Keele University is working with businesses, 
graduates and academics to create  
Europe’s first ‘at scale’ Smart Energy  
Network Demonstrator (SEND) – a living 
laboratory where new energy efficient 
technologies can be researched, developed 
and tested in a real world environment. 

Keele Smart  
Energy Network 
Demonstrator
   www.keele.ac.uk

Keele, Staffordshire
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We are looking for 26 ambitious Stoke-on-
Trent and Staffordshire businesses who 
want to develop their products or services 
or to develop new markets. 

The programme is being part-funded by 
the European Regional Development Fund 
(ERDF) as part of the England 2014 to  
2020 European Structural and Investment 
Funds (ESIF) Growth Programme.

It is also part-funded by the Department  
for Business, Energy and Industrial  
Strategy (BEIS).

What do they test?
SEND is particularly interested in the testing of   
technologies related to:

- Security of energy supply 
- Carbon reduction 
- Network demand side management 
- Energy generation performance monitoring

What test facilities do  
they have?
SEND aims to provide an environment where SMEs and 
businesses can collaborate with academics and  
researchers using their facilities. They are keen to  
support projects that improve energy.

Access
For more information regarding the SEND programme, 
and to see how your business can get involved,  
please contact Keele University’s Business Gateway  
on 01782 733001, email business.gateway@keele.ac.uk  
or visit www.keele.ac.uk/business
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Overview
Kiwa Gastec comprises a range of test  
laboratories and office space and is a  
specialist in construction, agri-food,  
energy and aviation.

Kiwa Gastec
  www.kiwa.co.uk

Cheltenham, Gloucester
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What do they test?
Kiwa Gastec carries out testing and certification on  
appliances, construction materials, electrical
and water products. The centre is also a specialist  
in hydrogen and gas safety.

Technologies that have recently been tested include:

- A range of appliances using solid fuel, gas and oil 
- Micro combined heat and power (micro-CHP)

What test facilities do  
they have?
Kiwa Gastec can provide testing and demonstration  
environments for the following:

- EMC, EMF and electrical safety 
- Geotechnical services 
- Construction materials testing 
- Portable water products testing 
- Topsoil testing 
- Rig sales testing 
- Structures testing 
- Heating appliances 
- Automotive testing 
- Reuse of waste

Access
Kiwa Gastec work with partners via commercial  
contract agreements.
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Overview
The Maurice Hancock Smart Energy  
Laboratory (Smart Energy Lab) was  
created to investigate forms of smart  
energy and how they can aid energy  
practises of the future and secure  
low-carbon emission generation.

Maurice Hancock 
Smart Energy  
Laboratory
Imperial College, London
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What do they test?
The Smart Energy Lab is intended to develop and test 
new technologies that allow energy generation to be  
better matched to consumer demand.

The technologies that have been tested at the Smart  
Energy Lab include:

- Energy generation
- Renewable energy generation

Current research at the Smart Energy Lab is exploring  
how new forms of high voltage DC electrical grids  
can be used to connect offshore wind farms to  
national networks and link national networks  
together in a cross-border ‘super grid’.

What test facilities do  
they have?
The Smart Energy Lab comprises a suite of hardware  
that can be set up to replicate different energy  
generation and distribution systems. This approach  
imitates the conditions of a real electrical grid on a  
laboratory scale.

The hardware in the Smart Energy Lab is designed to  
be easily customised, offering a ‘plug and play’ approach 
that allows researchers to conduct complex experiments  
without spending time on building the basic  
infrastructure needed for the work.

Access
The Smart Energy Lab participates in government-funded 
projects, industry partner research and contract  
testing. However, access is usually limited to lead  
industrial partners (e.g. NationalGrid, UK Power  
Networks, Alstom), utilities and manufacturers.
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Overview
Narec Distributed Energy (Narec DE),  
a company spun out from the UK National 
Renewable Energy Centre, is involved in 
work related to the low carbon energy  
and renewables sector.

Narec Distributed 
Energy
  www.narecde.co.uk

Blyth, Northumberland
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What do they test?
Narec DE has a clear focus on the testing of  
technologies in the built environment.
They have an interest in low carbon buildings and  
renewable energy and work to progress the lowering  
of carbon emissions within the construction community.
Narec DE has experience in testing the following  
technologies:
- Solar thermal
- Combi boilers
- Heat pumps 
- Hot water tanks (ERP testing)
- Domestic batteries
Additionally, Narec DE undertake onsite monitoring of 
homes, measuring temperature and humidity within  
properties before and after heating and insulation  
measures have been applied.

What test facilities do  
they have?
Narec DE testing facilities include:
- Test laboratories
- Onsite monitoring
- Technical software
- Computer modelling
- Data analysis
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Narec DE can also offer support in developing new  
methods of testing for specialised technologies and   
innovations.

Access
Narec DE is a commercial organisation, and work on a 
client by client basis using commercial contacts, please 
contact info@narecde.co.uk for a quote.
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Overview
NPL is the UK’s National Measurement  
Institute, providing the measurement  
capability that underpins the UK’s  
prosperity and quality of life.

Based in Teddington, south-west London, 
NPL employs over 500 scientists and is 
home to 388 of the world’s most extensive 
and sophisticated laboratories. 

NPL also has regional bases across the UK,  
including at the University of Surrey, the  
University of Strathclyde, the University  
of Cambridge and the University of  
Huddersfield’s 3M Buckley Innovation  
Centre.

National Physical 
Laboratory
  www.npl.co.uk

Teddington, Middlesex & regional bases around the UK
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With our multi-disciplinary approach, NPL 
can work with your business across most  
areas of the energy sector, from nuclear 
waste classification through to the  
development of new materials for  
renewables such as wind and tidal energy. 

Our expertise, driven from our  
understanding of the importance of  
measurement and how to utilise it to  
overcome technical barriers and drive  
innovation, makes NPL a valuable partner  
to have in any research and development 
project.

What do they test?
Our testing capabilities include:

-  Power quality measurement for smart grid  
 instrumentation
- Temperature measurement for plant performance  
 optimisation
-  Gas metrology to support industry standards
-  Emissions monitoring and validation technologies
-  Corrosion testing for asset performance in  
 marine environments
- Material characterisation for renewable energy  
 technologies
- Radiochemical analysis and reference standards  
 for the nuclear industry
- Structural health / condition monitoring for plant  
 life cycle management
- Instrumentation validation and optimisation
- Training and skills development
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What test facilities do  
they have?
-  Supporting traditional power generation  
 From nuclear  to oil and gas, NPL can help power  
 generation companies with the measurement required  
 for trading, plant integrity and environmental  
 monitoring. Good measurements can increase plant   
 assurance, improve plant optimisation and improve  
 asset through-life management. Bringing increased  
 efficiency and innovation to traditional systems is  
 our focus.

-  Plant life integrity 
 NPL’s condition-monitoring capabilities can increase   
 your knowledge of plant life integrity and plant  
 assurance, and maximise revenue from plants and  
 assets while ensuring legislation compliance and  
 working to safer levels. Our corrosion modelling,  
 accelerated ageing techniques, sensor  
 characterisation and advanced measurement  
 techniques enable companies to reduce the risks  
 of product failure through the monitoring of  
 complex structures in challenging environments.

-  New materials adoption  
 NPL’s expertise in the area of advanced materials  
 can be used to assess the use of new materials in  
 new or demanding applications by helping you  
 understand properties, performance and durability  
 over their lifetime of use, ensuring the right  
 decisions can be made for their implementation.

-  Emissions monitoring   
 NPL’s airborne emissions, ambient air sampling and  
 analysis services are accredited to international  
 standards. We carry out remote sensing of gaseous   
 emissions worldwide and offer advice for greenhouse  
 gas reporting. 

-  Nuclear waste   
 Through our knowledge in the area of radioactivity  
 standards and radiochemical analysis, we can work  
 with the nuclear industry to make waste classification  
 more cost effective and achieve significant waste  
 volume reduction.
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-  Intelligent grids  
 With the introduction of smart metering into the  
 energy grid, knowledge of accuracy and performance  
 under variable loads is needed. NPL can work with  
 companies to develop and validate their smart meters  
 under a range of conditions. NPL is also developing  
 the necessary technology for high accuracy on-site   
 power and power quality measurements.

-  Renewable energy technologies 
 NPL’s capability in the areas of corrosion, surface  
 engineering, composite materials, environmental  
 testing, acoustic monitoring and condition  
 monitoring can be used by companies developing  
 products for renewable technologies to ensure their   
 robustness in challenging operational environments.

- Large volume metrology (LVM) 
 The LVM facility at NPL is only one of a handful in  
 Europe and can be used to accurately measure  
 objects or features over one meter in size. NPL can  
 tailor solutions that meet the needs of manufacturers  
 of wind turbine blades, where sub-millimetre accuracies  
 are needed to ensure matching of the blades.

Access
Customers have access to over 500 multi-disciplinary 
scientists, along with an extensive national and  
international network of partners. Our customers  
range from government departments, to start-ups, to  
multinational corporations. 

The capabilities listed here cover just some of our work in 
the energy sector. 

Please get in touch to discuss your full requirements with 
us and find how we can help:  
environmental_enquiries@npl.co.uk 
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Overview
The Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult 
(ORE Catapult) is a research centre with  
a focus on evolving grid integration of  
renewable energy systems and  
coordinating the growth and distribution 
of offshore wind, wave and tidal energy 
generation technology.

Offshore Renewable 
Energy Catapult
National Renewable Energy Centre
  www.ore.catapult.org.uk

Blyth, Northumberland
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What do they test?
The ORE Catapult is a specialist in testing wind, wave  
and tidal energy generation equipment and
technologies. They are the only UK centre that can  
test off-shore cables.

They have experience in testing the following  
technologies:

- Wind turbine blades and drivetrains
- Small wind turbines
- Marine renewables
- Subsea technologies
- Electrical networks

What test facilities do  
they have?
The following test facilities are available:

- Blade testing
- Tidal turbine testing
- Material and electrical laboratories
- An offshore anemometry platform

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The facility bids competitively for particular projects  
and funding for their testing and demonstration facilities. 
They also undertake ad-hoc commercial projects.

Access
The ORE Catapult offers open access to their testing 
and demonstration services. Their clients include large 
multi-national companies, local authorities, investors,  
utilities, manufacturers, technology start-ups and SMEs.
Once you become a client of the ORE Catapult, you can 
work with them on a collaborative research and  
development project or via a commercial contract.
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Overview
The Power Network Demonstration Centre 
(PNDC) is a combined venture, bringing 
together academia, government funding 
agencies and industry.
 
This mixture of university research and 
industry encourages the progression of 
research and development into business as 
usual status.

Power Network 
Demonstration  
Centre
  www.pndc.co.uk

University of Strathclyde, Cumbernauld
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What do they test?
The PNDC has created a small-scale distribution network 
which simulates a real energy system. The system has the 
capability to fluctuate voltage and complete disturbance 
testing. This is coupled with the ability to model the  
effects of various network configurations through  
real-time simulation.

The PNDC primarily tests smart grid technologies with  
a focus on:

- Communications and systems integration
- Network and demand side management
- Protection & control
- Sensors and measurement
- Asset management
- Power electronics and distributed energy

What test facilities do  
they have?
The PNDC testing facilities include: 

- On-site live distribution network (11kv)
- Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)  
  system
- Real time digital simulator (RTDS)
- Power hardware in the loop (PHIL) testing
- Advanced network communications platform
- Fault throwing capability

Access
The PNDC is an open access facility, which also includes  
a membership structure for companies looking to  
participate in our core research programme.  
Members will benefit from access to the services of the 
PNDC and its facilities at a reduced rate.
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Overview
The Power Electronics, Machines and
Control Group (PEMC) has a focus on
the low carbon economy and investigates
renewable energy, aerospace electrical  
syetems, transport electrification and  
technologies for future energy networks.

Power Electronics, 
Machines and  
Control Group
  www.nottingham.ac.uk

University of Nottingham, Nottingham
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What do they test?
The key technologies tested by PEMC are:

- Power electronic conversion systems

- Power electronic components (including reliability  
  testing and thermal characterisation)

- Motor drives and motor control

- Electrical machines

What test facilities do  
they have?
The PEMC has a variety of testing and demonstration
facilities, which include:

- Environmental chambers

- Dynamometers

- X-ray tomography equipment

- Programmable electronic supplies (AC/DC) and loads

Access
The PEMC Group focuses on research and applied  
research.Their testing facilities can be accessed through
collaborative research or funded research programmes.
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Overview
The ROSEN Testing and Laboratory 
Services Centre (RTLSC) offer specialist 
testing services to support technology 
qualification and validation activities. 
ROSEN hold expertise across multiple 
disciplines including; testing, metallurgy, 
welding engineering, asset integrity and 
fracture mechanics.

ROSEN Testing and 
Laboratory Services 
Centre
  www.rosen-group.com

Brunswick, Newcastle upon Tyne
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What do they test?
ROSEN’s in-house testing capability provides specialist 
testing solutions that are adaptable
and pragmatic, supporting clients with a range of services 
including material verification, failure investigation, 
product qualification and validation.

What test facilities do  
they have?
The RTLSC facilities include: 

- Pressure testing (hydrostatic, pneumatic, burst, cyclic, 
flow)
- Mechanical testing – bespoke loading rigs for full scale 
applications including fatigue, tensile, compression, 
torsional, impact
- Full scale temperature testing from -20oC to 50oC 
(100m2 total area)
- Corrosion and environmental testing including 
electrochemical, UV exposure, salt spray and humidity
- Materials testing and analysis to support failure 
investigations
- Welding procedure validation and testing

Access
RTLSC are willing to engage through commercial 
contracts or partner on collaborative research projects.

All businesses, from SME’s to multi-nationals, are welcome 
to access the facilities.
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The PNDC offer a membership scheme with an annual 
fee, allowing members to gain access to their services 
at a reduced rate. This scheme is open to companies 
with an interest in the development of utilities and 
smart grid industries.
 
In addition, the PNDC can also be engaged on  
commercial contracts as well as work on collaborative 
research projects.
 
For more information on membership and accessing 
the PNDC please visit our website: www.pndc.co.uk
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Rutherford  
Appleton  
Laboratory
  www.stfc.ac.uk

Harwell, Oxfordshire
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Overview
The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 
(RAL) is a specialist centre in particle 
physics, astronomy, chemistry, space  
science and biomedicine.

The laboratory does have links with the 
energy sector and is currently working on 
the trial and demonstration of an   
ammonia plant used for energy storage.
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What do they test?
The primary technologies examined within the  
RAL are as follows:

- X-ray 
- Laser 
- Solar photovoltaics 
- Battery systems 
- Wind turbines 
- Concentrators

What test facilities do  
they have?
RAL’s main facilities enable research into new   
materials and structures, from battery electrolytes to  
turbine blades. It accommodates a variety of testing  
and demonstrating equipment and research groups,  
including:

- Laser facility 
- Diamond Light Source (X- ray facility) 
- Satellite Applications Catapult 

Access
RAL collaborates on a commercial contract basis and 
works with research academics and industry partners.

The laboratory also undertakes research and  
development projects.
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Overview
The Salford Energy House is based at the 
University of Salford. It was created to 
support academics and researchers to  
collaborate with industry in order to  
progress energy efficiency within housing. 

The Salford Energy House comprises a 
life-sized building in an environment  
chamber and is the only one of its kind 
available in Europe. It can assist in the 
testing and demonstrating of an extensive 
range of materials, systems and products. 

Salford Energy 
House
  www.salford.ac.uk

Salford, Manchester
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What do they test?
The Energy House has a focus on the built environment 
and building physics and is experienced in testing the 
following energy efficiency measures

- Building materials
- Heating systems
- Insulation
- Heating controls
- Lighting systems
- Airtightness interventions

What test facilities do  
they have?
This facility has a 2 brick built dwellings (full scale)  
within an environmental chamber. This chamber  
can replicate weather conditions, incorporating:

- Solar Radiation
- 200mm an hour of rain
- Snow
- Wind
- Temperature variations from -12C to +30C

The Energy House offers data monitoring and has  
more than 200 sensors allocated in the building. 

 Access
This test site provides collaborative opportunities  
for industry partners including research and  
development projects.
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Scottish Energy 
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What test facilities do  
they have?
The Scottish Energy Laboratory incorporates  
academic and commercial test facilities with  
 
capabilities to provide a wide range of diverse system  
and sub-system testing, including:

- Pre-commercial testing 
- Compliance testing

 Access
The Scottish Energy Laboratory helps identify which  
development and test facilities best meet company  
needs, and provides advice about the support available  
to help companies develop and commercialise their  
energy technology.
 
For more information, email  
scottishenergylaboratory@scotent.co.uk  
or call the helpline on 0845 607 8787.

Overview
The Scottish Energy Laboratory brings 
together all the available testing facilities 
throughout Scotland under one umbrella 
organisation, which is managed by   
Scottish Enterprise. 

They use a signposting service,   
highlighting test facilities, and helping 
businesses identify the most appropriate 
institutes that meet their specific requests. 
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Sensor City
  www.sensorcity.co.uk

University of Liverpool & Liverpool John Moores University, 
Liverpool

Overview
Backed by the Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) 
and the European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF), Sensor City is a joint ven-
ture between The University of Liverpool 
and Liverpool John Moores University and 
is one of only four University Enterprise 
Zones (UEZs) in the country.
 
Positioned at the intersection of industry 
and academia, the innovation hub enables 
businesses to develop, prototype and test 
their sensor solutions and IoT devices.
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What do they test?
Sensor City helps businesses turn innovative concepts 
into commercially viable solutions at pace. 

They have experience working across many sectors in-
cluding energy, marine and manufacturing:

- Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 
- Pre-compliance device testing 
- Sensor system integration 
- Thermal performance 
- Environmental extremes 
- Vibration effects

What test facilities do  
they have?
Sensor City’s purpose-built laboratories contain over £1m 
of state-of-the-art equipment including:

- Environmental Chambers 
- Physical design validation software 
- Onsite monitoring 
- Technical software 
- Pre-market fabrication kit

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Sensor City can also make use of the additional testing 
equipment within our University partner laboratories.

Access
The Electronics and Mechanical laboratories are available 
for all corporates, SMEs and academics to access on a 
commercial basis, through Sensor City’s Lab Passport 
Scheme.

Sensor City also offers a Membership, collaborative 
opportunities and business support to help companies 
develop their digital technologies. 

For more information and to discuss any upcoming proj-
ects, please visit: www.sensorcity.co.uk or contact: labs@
sensorcity.co.uk 
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Overview
DCC operate the secure, national data net-
work to support the roll-out and operation 
of 53 million energy smart meters across the 
country. 

Our new, highly secure, world class test lab 
facility at Brabazon House in Manchester 
provides flexible, modular space to support 
customers’ testing requirements for the 
smart metering programme. 

Smart DCC Test labs 
and Experimentation 
Environment
 www.smartdcc.co.uk

Brabazon House, Manchester
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What do they test?
At Brabazon house we facilitate customer testing for the 
smart metering programme. We enable the trialling and 
testing of all devices against the smart meter network, as 
to progress the SMETS2 rollout and the SMETS1 adoption 
and enrolment, as well as new functionality. The Test lab 
facilities also offer an experimentation space enabling 
customers and innovators to prototype innovative uses of 
the DCC network. 

What test facilities do  
they have?
Brabazon House has 1,200 smart meter test sets which 
offer highly secure, world class test spaces. These test 
spaces can be configured to meet our customers’ be-
spoke requirements such as:

- Future releases and firmware upgrades (and regression 
testing)

- New device types including communication hub and 
meter variants

- New market entrants including energy retailers and 
third-party organisations (Other Users).

Access
All DCC Users are able to access the testing facilities. 
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Overview
The Energy Centre, based at Thornton  
Science Park, promotes growth and   
acceleration in the development and  
exploitation of technologies for the energy 
market.

The centre provides a place where   
industry and academia can come together 
to innovate, develop and demonstrate new 
intelligent energy technologies.

The Energy Centre  
Thornton Science 
Park
  www.chester.ac.uk

Ince, near Chester
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What do they test?
The centre is able to test the following technologies:

- Photovoltaic solar cells 
- Electrical energy storage solutions 
- Low power motor drives     
- Load balancing on micro-grids 
- Non-electrical energy systems such as heat networks  
and thermal storage

What test facilities do  
they have?
The centre’s facilities include:

- Industrial test bays 
- An intelligent mulit-vector micro-grid 
- Large scale testing and modelling   
 

Access
The centre is open to pre-start, high growth SMEs.
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The National
HVDC Centre
  www.hdvccentre.com

Glasgow, Scotland

Overview
The National HVDC Centre is a collabora-
tive real-time simulation facility which will 
support the feasibility, specification, test-
ing, operation and maintenance of HVDC 
transmission systems and de-risk control 
interactions.

The Centre is funded through Ofgem’s 
2013 Electricity Network Innovation Com-
petition (NIC) as the Multi-Terminal Test 
Environment (MTTE) Project.

The National HVDC Centre combines:
• Expertise in HVDC modelling; 
• Real-time simulation capability; 
• Replica HVDC Converter Controls; 
• Operational Support
• Training; and
• Replica hosting.
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What do they test?
They have experience working across deployment of  
HVDC schemes having just assisted on the Caithness-Mo-
ray HVDC link. They also undertake research, in collabora-
tion with academia in HVDC simulation. 

- All HVDC integration testing

What test facilities do  
they have?
The National HVDC’s state-of-the-art facilities include:

- Real-time simulation capability 
- Replica HVDC Converter Controls 
- Ability to host replicas in IP secure site

Access
he facilities of the HVDC Centre are available for all HVDC 
projects connecting or operating in GB. 

 

For more information and to discuss any upcoming proj-
ects, please visit: www.hvdccentre.com or contact: info@
hvdccentre.com
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Overview
The Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory 
(TDHVL) is a centre for research in  
dielectric materials and insulation systems 
and high voltage and related phenomena. 
They offer a range of theoretical  
demonstrating options and simulation 
studies.

The Tony Davies 
High Voltage  
Laboratory
  www.tdhvl.com

University of Southampton, Southampton
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What do they test?
Technologies that have been tested within this facility  
are as follows:
- Insulators 
- Bushings
- Cables 
- Cable joints
- Cable terminations
- Insulating materials
- Switchgear
- Transformers
- Earthing reactors 

What test facilities do  
they have?
The laboratory houses a range of facilities and is  
supported by a specialist engineering team. Available 
facilities include:

- 15 high voltage test zones 
- Faraday room 
- Salt fog chamber 
- Materials laboratory for electrical, thermal,  
  mechanical and optical characterisation 
- Sample preparation room 
- Forensic rooms 
- High voltage engineering workshop 
- Vacuum chamber 
- Temperature and humidity controlled room  
  (5-50˚C, 10-80%RH) 
- Partial Discharge, Capacitance and Tan Delta  
  measurements

Access
TDHVL is a commercial testing house and offers a  
consultancy service. This centre can be accessed by       
research academics and industrial partners and their  
current costs are available on request. 
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Overview
Wave Hub Ltd. is situated on the south 
west coast of England. Created in 2003, 
the test site was fully commissioned  
in 2012 and focuses on supporting  
the development of off-shore renewable 
energy technology. 

The aim of the Hub is to aid in the   
advancement of wave technologies and 
innovation and research in this field.

Wave Hub Ltd.
  www.wavehub.co.uk

Hayle, Cornwall
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What do they test?
Wave Hub Ltd. has experience in testing large scale 
equipment, subsea apparatus, and wind and
wave mechanisms. In particular, they are specialists  
in the testing of:

- Wave energy devices
- Tidal energy devices

What test facilities do  
they have?
The offshore test site is located 16km from Hayle,  
off the north coast of Cornwall. 

Testing facilities include:

- A grid connected site
- A supervisory control and data acquisition  
  (SCADA) system
- Developer berths
- Live wave data
- Four offshore cable connection points

Access
Wave Hub Ltd. collaborates with industry partners  
and marine energy developers through commercial  
contracts.
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Testing and demonstration   
facilities relevant to the energy  
sector are not limited to the UK.  
There are many accessible facilities 
abroad with in-house expertise to 
assist in the development of  
innovations across the energy   
lanscape.  

We’re hoping to inform you of what is available further 
afield and how these global institutes can be beneficial 
to you and your innovations.

This section of the booklet will illustrate the types of 
international facilities that exist, the services you can 
expect, and where they’re located.

International testing 
and demonstration 
facilities
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Overview
The DNV-GL KEMA Laboratories (KEMA) 
were created in 1927 to validate the   
security and compliance of electrical  
components.

DNV-GL KEMA 
Laboratories
  www.dnvgl.com/energy/laboratories/index.html

Arnhem, Netherlands
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What do they test?
The main technologies tested by KEMA are:

- Electrical transmission components 
- Electrical distribution components

What test facilities do  
they have?
KEMA’s prime focus is to offer accredited testing  
and certification of equipment for the transmission  
and distribution of electricity. 

Other services include:

- Battery testing services 
- Energy storage performance testing 
- Battery and energy storage technology (BEST) test 
- Commercialisation centre (Rochester, New York)

 Access
KEMA work on a commercial contract basis with 
anyone who has developed a component for
use in transmission and distribution of electricity.
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Overview
EDF Concept Grid is a real distribution 
network, specifically designed to support 
the progress of electrical systems towards 
smarter energy.

The EDF Concept Grid integrates energy 
transition with digital reform, to create and 
investigate technologies in low-carbon 
energies. 

EDF Concept Grid
  www.edf.fr

Les Renardieres, South of Paris, France
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What do they test?
The EDF Concept Grid tests technologies related to:

- Smart grid electrical systems 
- Energy storage

 What test facilities do  
they have?
The EDF Concept Grid has a variety of testing,   
measurement and simulation capabilities and offers a 
range of demonstrating equipment and services,  
including: 

- An innovation hub 
- Power network equipment

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The EDF Concept Grid is home to 2000 energy experts 
who are on-hand to assist in research and development 
projects, testing activities and training.

 Access
This facility collaborates with SMEs on a commercial  
contract basis.

Both industrial and academic partners can also gain  
access to their service packages. 
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Overview
NREL Energy Systems Integration Facility 
(NREL) has a focus on developing    
innovative solutions to current challenges 
within the energy industry.

This institute was originally created to  
examine incorporating clean energy  
technologies into the grid, which are secure, 
competent, low in cost, and considerate to 
the nearby environment. 

NREL Energy  
Systems Integration 
Facility
  www.nrel.gov/esif

Golden, Colorado, USA
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What do they test?
The key technologies tested by NREL are as follows:

- Energy storage 
- CHP 
- Power systems 
- Power electronics 
- Smart grid 
- Vehicles 
- Fuel cells

 What test facilities do  
they have?
The NREL has a large collection of testing and  
demonstrating equipment on-site including:

- Environmental chambers 
- Grid simulators 
- Residential transformers 
- Research chiller 
- Research boiler 
- Fuel cell test stations 
- Hydrogen dispensing station 
- Office space

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This facility also offers specific capabilities to support  
the combination of energy carriers (such as electricity, 
thermal, fuels, and water) with infrastructure such as 
transportation and communications.

 Access
NREL is a national user facility. This means utilities,  
industry, universities, government agencies and other  
national laboratories can obtain access to their services 
and equipment on a partnership working basis.
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SINTEF Energy Lab
  www.sintef.no

Trondheim, Norway
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Overview
The Foundation for Scientific and Industrial  
Research (SINTEF) is a research facility  
covering a broad range of specialisms  
including energy, technology, medicine and 
social sciences.  

The SINTEF Energy Lab forms part of the  
foundation and has a focus on electrical  
power grid technology, offshore wind  
power and electrical power supply systems  
for deep-water subsea installations.
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What do they test?
The laboratory provides new opportunities for the  
development and testing of high-voltage grid   
components with high reliability requirements.

This will mostly involve power lines and cables, but  
components such as electrical substations and switches 
are also the subject of research. 

The foundation can test technologies related to:

- Bioenergy 
- CCS 
- Electric power components 
- Energy efficiency 
- Energy Systems 
- Gas technology 
- Hydro power 
- Subsea 
- Wind 
- Solar photovoltaics

 What test facilities do  
they have?
The SINTEF Energy Lab has the following testing and 
demonstration facilities:

- High voltage laboratory 
- Ageing test laboratory     
- Subsea laboratory 
- Short circuit laboratory 
- Combustion laboratory 
- Gas technology 
- High current laboratory 
- Power systems electronics laboratory 

Access
The SINTEF works with SMEs on a commercial  
contract basis. The foundation also engages with  
collaborative projects.  
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EIC
The Technology Centre, Suites 1 and 2

Inward Way

Ellesmere Port

Cheshire, CH65 3EN

enquiries@ukeic.com

Tel: 0151 348 8040 Twitter: @EIC_UK
WWW.UKEIC.COM

Energy Systems Catapult
7th Floor

Cannon House

18 Priory Queensway

Birmingham, B4 6BS

info@es.catapult.org.uk

Tel: 0121 203 3700 Twitter: @EnergySysCat
ES.CATAPULT.ORG.UK


